Grade 1 Lesson Plan

1. Lesson Plan Information
Subject/Course: Literacy and Language
Grade Level: 1
Topic: Sikh Canadians help make up the
distinct cultural mosaic of Canada
We may look and do things differently, but we
are all Canadian

Length of Period: 40-60 minutes

2. Title of Lesson
Expectation(s) (Directly from The Ontario Curriculum):
LANGUAGE
 Generate, gather and organize ideas and information to write for an intended
purpose
SOCIAL STUDIES
 Describe in ways which people’s roles, relationships, and responsibilities relate to who
they are, etc
3. Purpose- BIG IDEA
•
What are the other languages around the world?

4. Learning Outcomes
Language: Generate, gather and organize ideas and information to write for an intended
purpose
Social Studies: Describe in ways which people’s roles, relationships, and responsibilities
relate to who they are, etc.
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5. Teaching/Learning Strategies
Prior Knowledge Required (the knowledge/concepts and skills students must possess to
be successful in this lesson)
Use the backgrounds and interest of your students and previously planned lessons which
celebrated and identified diversity Any school activity related identifying and celebrating
diversity in the school; the similarities and differences of a families; “all about me”
activities
OR
This activity would work well preceding the following read alouds:
A Lion’s Mane, Navjot Kaur
Happy to be Nappy, bell hooks and chris raschka
What if you had Animal Hair? Sandra Markle and Howared McWilliam
Aaron’s Hair, Robert Munsch
LESSON
 Using the alphabet sheet, ask the class to help you spell out your name using the
Gurumukhi letters. Next have the class help you add the phonetic sounds
 Provide the tracing paper and copied sheets of the Gurumukhi alphabet and
sounds to have students sound out and create their own names in Gurumukhi.
 Alternatively, you can also seek out the magnet Gurumukhi alphabets on a cookie
sheet, if that’s an option
 Next, students can write out their name in English and explore similarities and
differences in characters.
 Students can count their name’s characters in English and Gurumukhi. Which one
has more characters? How many more?
EXTENSION
Students can try and write out other familiar words or, words that relate to another
subject/unit
DIFFERENTIATED INSTRUCTION DETAILS
 Pair students for extra support
 One-to-one support Aaron’s Hair
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RESOURCES
 Tracing paper
 Pencils
 Charcoal pencils (optional)
AGENDA






Minds on
Think-pair-share
Classroom brainstorm
Activity
Consolidation
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